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The fluctuation relation of the Gallavotti-Cohen fluctuation theorem sGCFTd concerns fluctuations in the
phase-space compression rate of dissipative, reversible dynamical systems. It has been proven for Anosov
systems, but it is expected to apply more generally. This raises the question of which non-Anosov systems
satisfy the fluctuation relation. We analyze time-dependent fluctuations in the phase space compression rate of
a class of N-particle systems that are at equilibrium or in near equilibrium steady states. This class does not
include Anosov systems or isoenergetic systems; however, it includes most steady-state systems considered in
molecular-dynamics simulations of realistic systems. We argue that the fluctuations of the phase-space com-
pression rate of these systems at or near equilibrium do not satisfy the fluctuation relation of the GCFT,
although the discrepancies become somewhat smaller as the systems move further from equilibrium. In con-
trast, similar fluctuation relations for an appropriately defined dissipation function appear to hold both near and
far from equilibrium.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevE.71.056120 PACS numberssd: 05.70.Ln, 05.40.2a
I. INTRODUCTION
In 1993, Evans, Cohen, and Morriss proposed a relation
meant to describe the fluctuation properties of N-particle sys-
tems in nonequilibrium steady states that were maintained at
constant energy by an appropriate deterministic time revers-
ible ergostat f1g. This relation was based on heuristic theo-
retical arguments and supported by computer simulation
data. The authors of Ref. f1g borrowed an idea from the
theory of nonlinear dynamical systems, that the expanding
rates of trajectory separation along the unstable directions of
the phase space in chaotic systems can be used to compute
the steady-state averages of smooth phase functions. For the
first time they tested this idea in numerical calculations of
nonequilibrium many-particle systems sat that time, the same
had been done using periodic orbit expansions, but only in
calculations concerning low-dimensional dynamical
systems—see f2g, for instanced. Evans, Cohen, and Morriss
f1g used the symmetry properties of these expansion rates for
time reversible systems, to propose a relation that we refer to
as a steady-state fluctuation relation sFRd. Reference f1g mo-
tivated a number of papers in which various fluctuation theo-
rems were derived or tested, the first of which were the
Evans-Searles transient fluctuation theorem sESTFTd f3,4g,
and the Gallavotti-Cohen fluctuation theorem sGCFTd f5g de-
scribed in Secs. II and III.
A typical nonequilibrium system may consist of a rela-
tively small number of particles that interact with each other
and with an external field Fe sthe driven systemd. This sys-
tem may be in thermal contact with a very much larger num-
ber of particles on which no external field acts. The reservoir
particles could act as a heat bath effectively maintaining the
smaller system of interest at a constant average temperature
at least over the characteristic relaxation time required for
the system of interest to relax to a squasid steady state. Al-
though the whole system sdriven system plus reservoirsd is
Hamiltonian, the driven system by itself is non-autonomous
and non-Hamiltonian.
One way of modeling such systems is to replace the large
number of reservoir particles by a much smaller number of
reservoir particles, each of which is subject to a time-
reversible deterministic force that imposes a constraint on
their equations of motion. Among the most common con-
straints are those which constrain the internal energy of the
system, called an “ergostat,” and those that constrain the pe-
culiar kinetic energy, called a “thermostat.” These modified
equations of motion were proposed simultaneously and inde-
pendently by Hoover et al. f6g and Evans f7g in the mid-
1980s and they have been studied theoretically and success-
fully employed in molecular-dynamics computer simulations
for two decades.
In the literature, the term “thermostat” is sometimes used
to refer to a constraint on the energy, kinetic energy, or tem-
perature of a system. In this paper we are careful to differ-
entiate these, and only use the term “thermostat” to refer to a
constraint that is explicitly placed on the kinetic temperature
of the system and the term “ergostat” to a constraint on the
internal energy. If the constraints fix the kinetic temperature
or the internal energy to a specified value at all times, so that
these quantities do not fluctuate, we refer to the constraints
as isokinetic thermostats or isoenergetic ergostats, respec-
tively. Alternatively the constraints might allow the kinetic
temperature or internal energy to fluctuate about a specified
value, but ensure that there is no drift in that value. The
Nosé-Hoover thermostat is an example of this type of ther-
mostat. The way in which the constraint is incorporated into
the equations of motion can also vary f8,9g. If Gauss’s prin-
ciple of least constraint is satisfied by the constraint, then this
is referred to as a Gaussian thermostat or ergostat.
Reference f1g considered a very long phase-space ssteady-
stated trajectory of a Gaussian ergostatted si.e., isoenergeticd
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N-particle system f10g. This long trajectory was divided into
snonoverlappingd segments of duration t. Along each of the
trajectory segments, the instantaneous phase-space compres-
sion rate L,
L ;
]
]G
· G˙ , s1d
was calculated. Here we denote the phase-space vector
describing the microstate scoordinates and momentad of
the N-particle system in d Cartesian dimensions by G
;sq1 ,q2 , . . . ,qN ,p1 , . . . ,pNd. In f1g, the dynamics is as-
sumed to be chaotic and therefore the averaged value of the
phase-space compression rate computed along the trajectory
segments of duration t, L¯ t, can be considered to be a random
variable whose probability distribution PrsL¯ td can be con-
structed from the histogram of its observed values. Because
of time reversibility of the dynamics, if the compression rate
takes a value A, then it can also take the value −A, albeit with
different probability. The FR tested in Ref. f1g states that
1
t
ln
PrsL¯ t = Ad
PrsL¯ t = − Ad
= − A for large t . s2d
Remark 1. One may find it odd to consider fluctuations in the
phase-space volume elements of mechanical systems. As a
matter of fact, although the phase-space compression rate is
identically zero for Hamiltonian particle systems, it is non-
zero for the snonautonomousd dynamical systems obtained
by restricting one’s attention to an arbitrary subset of par-
ticles of that Hamiltonian system f11g, si.e., projecting out
the coordinates and momenta of some of the particlesd. This
is the case for the Hamiltonian system described above
sdriven system plus reservoirsd, if the degrees of freedom of
the reservoirs are projected out. One finds that heat is on
average removed from the non-Hamiltonian reduced system
and that the corresponding phase-space compression rate is
nonzero and on average is negative f9g.
In Ref. f1g, Eq. s2d was verified in nonequilibrium
molecular-dynamics computer simulations where a field Fe
induced a dissipative flux J. Because the system studied in
f1g was maintained at constant energy using a Gaussian
isoenergetic ergostat, LsGd= fbJgsGdV ·Fe, and Eq. s2d can
be written in an alternative but mathematically equivalent
form
1
t
ln
PrsfbJgtV · Fe = Ad
PrsfbJgtV · Fe = − Ad
= − A for large t , s3d
where for systems in d Cartesian dimensions,
fbJgsGd ; dNJsGd
2KsGd
. s4d
K is the speculiard kinetic energy. The dissipative flux J is
defined in the usual way in terms of the adiabatic derivative
of the internal energy, H0, and the system volume V f10g,
H˙ 0
adsGd ; − JsGdV · Fe. s5d
This shows how for Gaussian isoenergetic dynamics, the
instantaneous phase-space compression rate can be
equated with a physical quantity, which is recognizable as
the sinstantaneousd irreversible entropy production SsGd
=−fbJgsGdV ·Fe=−LsGd. This rate is a product of a thermo-
dynamic force Fe a thermodynamic flux bJ, and the system
volume V. In Ref. f1g both ways of writing the FR were
exploited almost interchangeably.
In subsequent papers on fluctuation relations for non-
equilibrium steady states, a range of different thermostatting
methods have been considered, and in many of these
fbJgsGdV ·Fe and LsGd are not equivalent. For some steady-
state systems the long-time averages fbJgtV ·Fe and L¯ t are
equal, whereas the instantaneous values and finite time aver-
ages of fbJgsGdV ·Fe and LsGd are not equal se.g., Gaussian
isokinetic thermostatted dynamicsd. This means that the
probability ratios
PrsfbJgtV · Fe = Ad
PrsfbJgtV · Fe = − Ad
and
PrsL¯ t = Ad
PrsL¯ t = − Ad
are not simply related, even asymptotically, and one cannot
substitute one for the other in Eqs. s2d and s3d. In these cases
there are at least two different fluctuation relations to con-
sider: one for the phase-space compression rate and the other
for the dissipative flux, and the two relations might not be
related. The phase-space compression rate is the subject of
Eq. s2d and of the FR of the GCFT f12g ssee Sec. IId, while
fbJgsGdV ·Fe is the subject of Eq. s3d and of the fluctuation
relations of Evans and Searles for nonequilibrium steady
states ssee Sec. IIId.
The FR inferred from Eq. s2d sin its dimensionless form
f12gd has been obtained within the context of the GCFT f5g,
in which the average of the phase-space compression rate
is bounded by appropriate limits fL¯ t lies in the range
s−A* ,A*d, with 0,A*,‘ f13gg, as discussed in Sec. II. The
GCFT has been proven for time-reversible, dissipative, tran-
sitive Anosov systems, but it has been argued that the FR
should apply more generally to systems of physical interest.
Most of these systems can hardly be thought to be of the
Anosov type in a mathematical sense, just as they cannot be
considered ergodic. Therefore, the chaotic hypothesis sCHd
was proposed in f5g in the hope that the class of systems
satisfying the FR would be significantly larger than the class
of Anosov systems. In a similar way the ergodic hypothesis
justifies the equality of the time averages and ensemble av-
erages of macroscopic variables to classes of system that are
not strictly speaking ergodic. This raises the question of
which non-Anosov systems satisfy Eq. s2d and the CH.
To address this question, we analyze time-dependent fluc-
tuations in the phase-space compression rate for a class of
thermostatted snot ergostattedd systems of particles that are at
equilibrium or in steady states close to equilibrium. The par-
ticles are assumed to interact via potentials that are normally
used to realistically model atomic and molecular interactions
in statistical mechanics and molecular modeling. The equi-
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librium dynamics for this class of system does not generate
the uniform phase-space density of the microcanonical en-
semble, but rather generates the smooth but nonuniform
phase-space density of the canonical or isokinetic ensemble.
Therefore, although there is no long-time average phase-
space contraction or expansion, the instantaneous phase-
space compression rate fluctuates at equilibrium as the tra-
jectory moves through phase space.
We begin by observing that numerical data do not seem to
satisfy the FR of Eq. s2d if the state of the systems under
consideration is thermostatted and close to an equilibrium
state. The discrepancies in the test of this FR seem to become
smaller as the external field increases and the system moves
further from equilibrium f14–17g. Alternatively one may in-
terpret the numerical data as an indication that for these sys-
tems the convergence times of Eq. s2d are so long that the
fluctuations, which become smaller as the averaging time
grows, become unobservable before Eq. s2d can be verified.
In this paper we consider both possibilities and provide two
theoretical arguments to explain the numerical results of
f14–17g.
We consider the possibility that the GCFT does not apply
to our systems. We try to identify reasons why the FR given
in Eq. s2d and the CH might not apply by analyzing the proof
of the FR of the GCFT, under the assumption that it can be
extended to equilibrium systems. Since the Anosov property
is strictly violated even in systems in which Eq. s2d has been
verified se.g., f1,18,19gd, we consider the characteristics of
the Anosov property that our system does not have, but
which are attributes of systems for which Eq. s2d is verified.
We also consider the possibility that the FR of Eq. s2d is
valid for our systems, but that it can only be verified at
exceedingly long times. We find that this produces
a difficulty in the derivation of the Green-Kubo relations.
We show that for the correct Green-Kubo relations to hold,
it is necessary for the fluctuations in the time-averaged
phase-space compression rate to converge to those of
fbJgsGdV ·Fe at a sufficiently rapid rate.
In this paper we also note that the fluctuation relation of
Eq. s3d has been numerically and experimentally verified for
the class of systems considered here, at equilibrium and far
from equilibrium. Furthermore, the correct Green-Kubo rela-
tions can be derived from Eq. s3d. We discuss how Eq. s3d
can be obtained without recourse to the Anosov property scf.
Sec. III and f20gd. Combining these results and in accordance
with the discussions on the meaning of the CH given in Refs.
f5,21g, we are led to the sperhaps surprisingd conclusion that
the CH does not apply to thermostatted systems.
In Sec. II we give a brief description of the CH and
GCFT, including a discussion of the conditions necessary for
the GCFT. In Sec. III we describe the Evans-Searles FT’s
and highlight the differences between these theorems and the
GCFT. In Sec. IV we investigate the possibility of extending
the proof of the GCFT to equilibrium dynamics and discuss
which violations of the Anosov property may differentiate
our systems from those in which the FR of Eq. s2d has been
verified. In Sec. V we show that the CH does not appear to
be appropriate for a class of thermostatted systems that are in
the linear response regime close to equilibrium. We show
that, for those systems, Eq. s2d is in contradiction with the
known Green-Kubo relations for transport coefficients in
thermostatted systems. Section VI summarizes our results.
II. GALLAVOTTI-COHEN FLUCTUATION
THEOREM
In 1995 Gallavotti and Cohen f5g derived an equation
equivalent to Eq. s2d within the framework of modern dy-
namical systems theory. For a dynamical system in phase
space C, whose time evolution is governed by a map S, they
assumed the following sp. 936 of f5gd.
sAd Dissipation. The phase-space volume undergoes a
contraction at a rate, on the average, equal to Dkssxdl+,
where 2D is the phase-space C dimension and ssxd is a
model-dependent “rate” per degree of freedom. sNote that
for almost every initial condition, limt→‘ L¯ t in our notation
equates to −Dkssxdl+ in the notation of f5g. In other places in
this paper we follow standard practice and use kfll to denote
an ensemble average.d
sBd Reversibility. There is an isometry—i.e., a metric-
preserving map i in phase space—which is a map i :x→ ix
such that if t→xstd is a solution, then i(xs−td) is also a so-
lution and furthermore i2 is the identity.
sCd Chaoticity. The above chaotic hypothesis holds and
we can treat the system sC ,Sd as a transitive Anosov system.
The chaotic hypothesis that they proposed states the fol-
lowing sp. 935 of f5gd:
Chaotic hypothesis: A reversible many-particle system in
a stationary state can be regarded as a transitive Anosov sys-
tem for the purpose of computing the macroscopic properties
of the system.
Gallavotti and Cohen then showed the following sp. 963
of f5gd.
“Fluctuation theorem. Let sC ,Sd satisfy the properties
sAd–sCd sdissipativity, reversibility, and chaoticityd. Then the
probability ptspd that the total entropy production Dtt0stsxd
over a time interval t=tt0 swith t0 equal to the average time
between timing eventsd has a value Dtkssxdl+p satisfies the
large-deviation relation
ptspd
pts− pd
= eDtksl+p, s6d
with an error in the argument of the exponential which can
be estimated to be p, t independent.
This means that if one plots the logarithm of the left-hand
side of Eq. s6d as a function of p, one observes a straight line
with more and more precision as t becomes large… .”
Note that if L¯ t=A then p=−A / sDksl+d.
The above theorem is known as the Gallavotti-Cohen
fluctuation theorem f22g. It should be noted that the GCFT
only refers to the phase-space compression rate scalled the
“entropy production” rate in f5g; cf. p. 936d and only to
steady states. Apparently there is no direct requirement that
the system should be maintained at constant energy, constant
kinetic energy, or even that it be maintained at constant vol-
ume. The GCFT only seems to require dynamics that is time
reversible, smooth, and to some degree hyperbolic, which
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makes the system behave as though it was a time reversible
Anosov diffeomorphism. Therefore, Eq. s6d or, equivalently,
its logarithm equation s2d should in principle apply to a
rather wide class of dynamical systems, including, for in-
stance, isothermal-isobaric as well as isoenergetic-isochoric
N-particle systems, and also nonparticle systems as long as
their dynamics is sufficiently similar to that of reversible,
transitive Anosov systems. As a matter of fact, Gallavotti and
Cohen, on p. 939 of f5g, state, “The details of the models
described here will not be used in the following, since our
main point is the generality of the derivation of a fluctuation
formula from the chaotic hypothesis and its sensuingd model
independence.” They then give various examples of models
for which the CH is expected to hold.
In a separate paper f13g Gallavotti pointed out that p
should belong to an interval s−p* , p*d, where p* is the dy-
namically determined positive number, given below Eq. s2.7d
in f13g. This important restriction on the application of the
theorem was not mentioned in f5g. In our present paper we
include the statement of these bounds as a formal part of the
GCFT. Thus the FR s6d of the GCFT is equivalent to Eq. s2d,
as long as one takes L¯ t=A=−Dksl+p, with p in s−p* , p*d and
provided the system is dissipative si.e., ksl+ is positived.
Remark 2. Equation s2d does not reveal three fundamental
aspects of the GCFT: sad It is only expected to be valid with
A in a given interval s−A* ,A*d; thus, the domain of validity
of the GCFT does not necessarily contain the full range of
possible values of the fluctuations in time averages of the
phase space contraction rate. sbd If A* becomes zero, the FR
inferred from the GCFT is trivial. scd If convergence to the
long-time asymptotic expression s2d is too slow, verification
of Eq. s2d would be impossible. In the latter two cases, the
predictions of the GCFT may be formally correct, but inap-
plicable in practice sas discussed in Sec. Vd. However, once
this is clear, it is convenient to consider Eq. s2d as the pre-
diction of the GCFT, and this is commonly done in the lit-
erature se.g., f23gd. The values of A* and the convergence
rates to Eq. s2d are normally difficult, if not impossible, to
predict scf. f13gd and will not be the subject of this paper.
Reference f5g motivated tests se.g., f24–26gd in different
types of dynamical systems, where Eq. s2d or similar rela-
tions were verified. The Gallavotti-Cohen work also moti-
vated attempts at experimental verifications of the GCFT
ssee, for example, Refs. f27,28gd, even though these experi-
mental systems cannot be considered isoenergetic and the
precise relationship between the instantaneous phase-space
compression rate and the measured properties in these ex-
periments was not then known.
Quite obviously, realistic models of physical systems can
hardly be expected to be transitive Anosov dynamical sys-
tems. Nevertheless, just as the mathematical notion of ergod-
icity is known to be violated by most common physical mod-
els and yet turns out to be extremely useful for practical
purposes, the CH of f5g should be interpreted as saying that
deviations from the transitive Anosov property cannot be ob-
served at the macroscopic level. The CH then allows the use
of the techniques of differentiable dynamics in the descrip-
tion of the steady states for a class of systems of physical
interest, as long as one is only interested in the behavior of
macroscopic observables. In particular, the CH allows one to
describe the steady state of a given N-particle system as if it
was given by a Sinai-Ruelle-Bowen sSRBd measure—i.e., a
probability distribution which is smooth along the unstable
directions of the dynamics and which can be approximated
by means of dynamical weights attributed to the cells of finer
and finer Markov partitions.
However, at the present time the only test that has been
attempted to determine whether a dissipative system satisfies
the CH is the numerical or experimental check of whether
the system satisfies Eq. s2d sor an equivalent relationshipd
within accessible times. Different tests of the CH need to be
designed to determine which physical systems it can be ap-
plied to. Until recently, all numerical evidence suggested that
time-reversible steady-state systems that were “chaotic” to
some degree, satisfy the CH. Indeed, strict chaos smeaning
the presence of at least one positive Lyapunov exponentd did
not even seem to be necessary for expressions such as Eq. s2d
to be verified in numerical simulations of simple N-particle
systems as long as the dynamics are sufficiently random
f18,19g.
In this paper, we argue that the results of Refs. f14–16g
suggest that this view might not be correct. Reference f15g
gives numerical evidence that thermostatted systems satisfy
Eq. s2d at very high shear rates, while at small shear rates
f14,16g it becomes very problematic or even impossible to
verify it. As a matter of fact, the numerical results of f14,16g
suggest that as the system departs further from equilibrium,
the data become more consistent with Eq. s2d. If Eq. s2d sor
an equivalent relationd affords the only possible test of the
CH, these results appear in contradiction with the expecta-
tion that the CH should be satisfied better as the system
approaches the equilibrium state and therefore becomes more
chaotic si.e., has a larger sum of positive Lyapunov expo-
nentsd.
This is rather puzzling because there seems to be no ob-
vious reason why thermostatted sconstrained temperatured
systems should behave so differently from ergostatted sys-
tems f29,30g. Although there are many differences between
the two, it is unclear what effect these could have on the
applicability of the CH. Furthermore, it is our impression
that the distance from equilibrium or the precise amount of
dissipation which is invoked in the proof of the GCFT does
not make any difference to the derivation of Eq. s2d, as long
as this dissipation is not exceedingly high f24g. Therefore,
close to equilibrium and far from equilibrium thermostatted
systems should not behave as differently as they do.
Thus, the domain of applicability of Eq. s2d and the CH is
an open and quite intriguing question. In this paper we argue
that Eq. s2d and the CH do not apply to thermostatted sys-
tems f31g that are near equilibrium. Also note that for hard
disks or spheres, fixing the kinetic energy or the total energy
are equivalent and therefore Eq. s2d is expected to apply to
hard N-particle systems under these forms of thermostat
since for hard systems both thermostats are in fact identical.
Reference f24g gives evidence for the validity of the GCFT
for one such system—i.e., for a system of thermostatted and
ergostatted hard disks. However, if the kinetic energy is con-
strained using a Nosé-Hoover thermostat, our arguments im-
ply that the CH does not apply to systems of hard-core par-
ticles.
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III. EVANS-SEARLES FLUCTUATION THEOREMS
A number of authors, inspired by f1,5g, have obtained a
range of fluctuation relations for steady-state systems which
are similar in form to Eq. s2d, but have different content and
are applicable to either deterministic or stochastic systems.
See, for example, Refs. f32–36g. Still other authors refined
the GCFT; cf. Refs. f37–39g.
Independently of this activity, in 1994 Evans and Searles
derived the first of a set of fluctuation theorems sESFT’sd for
nonequilibrium N-particle systems which focus on a quantity
V, called the “dissipation function,” rather than on the phase-
space compression rate L f3,4g. For thermostatted or er-
gostatted nonequilibrium steady-state systems the time aver-
age “dissipation function” is identical to the average rate of
entropy absorption spositive or negatived by the thermostat.
For homogeneously thermostatted systems the average en-
tropy absorbed by the thermostat is equal and opposite to the
so-called spontaneous entropy production rate defined in lin-
ear irreversible thermodynamics, S=sV, where s is the “en-
tropy source strength” defined by de Groot and Mazur f40g.
Further, for homogeneously thermostatted systems Evans
and Rondoni f11g have recently shown that the entropy pro-
duction rate is also equal and opposite to the rate of change
of the fine-grained Gibbs entropy. These ESFT’s apply at
all times to given ensembles f41g of transient trajectories
sESTFT’sd or given ensembles of steady-state trajectories in
the long-time limit f4g sESSFT’sd. The form of the resulting
FR’s is similar to Eq. s2d, but they contain different informa-
tion since they are based on the statistics of the given en-
sembles of trajectories.
Jarzynski and Crooks have taken an approach similar to
that of Evans and Searles, to calculate the free-energy differ-
ence between equilibrium states f42,43g.
To derive the ESTFT one considers an ensemble of tra-
jectories that originate from a known initial distribution
swhich may be an equilibrium or nonequilibrium distribu-
tion, it does not matterd and proceeds under the possible
application of external fields and/or thermostats. One then
obtains general transient fluctuation theorems sESTFT’sd
stating that
ln
PrsV¯ t = Ad
PrsV¯ t = − Ad
= At , s7d
which is of similar form to Eq. s2d, but where the time-
averaged phase-space compression rate is replaced by the
so-called time-averaged dissipation function V¯ tsGd and Pr
represents the probability which is influenced by the en-
semble. In all the ESTFT’s the time averages are computed
from t=0 when the system is characterized by its initial dis-
tribution fsG ,0d to some arbitrary later time t. The dissipa-
tion function depends on the initial probability distributions
sdifferent ensemblesd and on the dynamics, and is defined by
the equation
E
0
t
dsVGssd;Gs0d ; lnS fGs0d,0fGstd,0 D − E0
t
LGssdds
= V¯ tGs0dt s8d
for all positive times t.
For ergostatted dynamics conducted over an ensemble of
trajectories which is initially microcanonical, the dissipation
function is identical to the phase-space compression rate,
Vstd = − Lstd = − fbJgstdV · Fe, when dH0/dt = 0, s9d
while for thermostatted dynamics sboth isokinetic and Nosé-
Hooverd, the dissipation function is subtly different,
Vstd = − bJstdV · Fe, constant T ,
Þ− Lstd = − bJstdV · Fe − bH˙ 0std . s10d
For isokinetic and isoenergetic dynamics, b=2KsGd /dN
where d is the Cartesian dimension of the space in which the
system exists. For Nosé-Hoover dynamics b=1/kBT where
kB is Boltzmann’s constant and T is the absolute temperature
appearing in the Nosé-Hoover equations of motion—see Eq.
s20d below. It is clear that for constant-temperature dynamics
the dissipation function is different from the phase-space
compression rate. However, in all cases, in the long time
limit the magnitude of the time-averaged dissipation function
is equal swith probability 1d to the magnitude of the average
phase-space compression rate since for thermostatted sys-
tems, limt→‘fV¯ t+L¯ tg=limt→‘bfH˙ 0gt=Ost−1d. Thus
limt→‘V¯ t=−limt→‘L¯ t=−blimt→‘J¯ tV ·Fe=limt→‘S¯ t, where S
is the extensive entropy production that one would identify
for near equilibrium systems from the theory of irreversible
thermodynamics. The spontaneous entropy production is a
product of the thermodynamic force Fe and the time average
of its conjugate thermodynamic flux, bJ¯ t f40g.
ESTFT’s have been derived for an exceedingly wide va-
riety of ensembles, dynamics, and processes f4g and using
both Liouville weights and Lyapunov weights f4,44g. For
example, ESTFT’s have been derived for dissipative isother-
mal isobaric systems and for relaxing systems where there is
no applied external field, but where the system is not at equi-
librium by virtue of its initial distribution fsG ,0d. In all cases
the ESTFT’s have been verified in numerical experiments.
Two ESTFT’s have recently been confirmed in laboratory
experiments: one involving the transient motion of a colloid
particle in a moving optical trap f45g, another involving the
relaxation of a particle in an optical trap whose trapping
constant is suddenly changed f46g. One should not be sur-
prised by the diversity of FT’s—they refer to fluctuations and
fluctuations are well known to be ensemble and dynamics
dependent—even at equilibrium.
The ESTFT can be stated as follows.
Theorem (Evans-Searles). For any time-reversible
N-particle system and for all positive times tPR, there exists
a dissipation function V¯ t and a smooth probability distribu-
tion dmsGd= fsGddG in phase space, such that
1
t
ln
PrV¯ t P sA − dA,A + dAd
PrV¯ t P s− A − dA,− A + dAd
= A + OsdAd , s11d
where Pr(V¯ tP sA−dA ,A+dAd) is the probability assigned by
m to the set of initial conditions G for which the dissipation
V¯ t lies in the range A±dA.
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It is interesting to observe that the probability measure
m—i.e., its density—is not necessarily unique and that dif-
ferent probability measures lead to the same result as long as
lnffsGd / fsStGdg, where St is the time evolution operator, ex-
ists for all initial conditions G in the support of m and for all
tP f0,‘d.
In contradistinction to the GCFT, these ESTFT’s are not
only true asymptotically in time, but rather are valid for all
times t.
Evans and Searles have also argued f4g that for transitive
chaotic systems, where the steady state exists and is unique,
the statistics of properties averaged over trajectory segments
selected from a single steady-state trajectory are equivalent
to a carefully constructed ensemble of steady-state trajectory
segments sf4g, Sec. 2.2d.
Assuming the arguments of f4g hold, one can derive
asymptotic steady-state FT’s sESSFT’sd that apply to seg-
ments along a single trajectory from the relevant ESFT’s.
The corresponding fluctuation formula for an ergostatted
steady-state system is then identical Eq. s2d and contains the
same information f21,47g. That is, the FR’s of the GCFT and
ESSFT are the same for isoenergetic-ergostatted steady-state
systems. It should also be noted that for systems that are not
isoenergetically ergostatted, the predictions of the ESSFT’s
fgiven by Eq. s7d which becomes equivalent to Eq. s3dg are
different in general from the corresponding predictions of the
FR of the GCFT. This is because in general the dissipation
function is different from the phase-space compression rate.
To check the validity of the ESSFT’s, numerical simulations
have been performed for various ensembles and dynamics,
showing that numerical results are indistinguishable when
sampling either from a single, long steady-state trajectory or
from an ensemble of steady-state trajectory segments f14g.
Remark 3. This equivalence of statistics requires a suffi-
ciently long relaxation time to allow an accurate representa-
tion of the steady state and long trajectory segments. Thus as
is the case for the GCFT, the ESSFT’s, in contradistinction to
the ESTFT’s, apply to steady states and are only valid at
large t.
The dissipation function that appears in the ESSFT for a
single steady-state trajectory is defined by Eq. s8d, where the
initial distribution function is the equilibrium distribution
function generated by the same dynamics that is responsible
for the steady state except that the dissipative field is set to
zero f4g. This requires that the zero-field system be ergodic
and at equilibrium.
IV. EQUILIBRIUM FLUCTUATIONS
Equilibrium systems that exchange energy with their sur-
roundings ssuch as those described by the canonical en-
semble or the grand canonical ensembled have fluctuations in
their instantaneous energy and their phase-space distribution
function is nonuniform in phase space sin contrast to that of
the microcanonical ensembled. If the dynamics of such equi-
librium systems are modeled by autonomous differential
equations that contain terms that aim to mimic the energy
exchange with the environment, the dynamics will not be
Hamiltonian and the phase-space volumes will not be pre-
served. Therefore, the phase-space compression rate of such
systems can be nonzero at instants in time, although it will
vanish on average. The models used in molecular-dynamics
simulations of such systems make use of thermostatting
mechanisms which generally produce non-Hamiltonian dy-
namics and generate equilibrium distribution functions fsGd
that are not uniform in phase space. For example, when ap-
plied to field-free Newtonian equations of motion, the Gauss-
ian isokinetic thermostat generates the isokinetic distribution
function and the Nosé-Hoover thermostat generates the ex-
tended canonical distribution function f10g. These dynamics
are nondissipative, have an ensemble-averaged phase-space
contraction which is zero, generate ensemble-averaged state
variables that are constant, and are invariant under a time-
reversal map sand therefore their properties will be time re-
versal invariant f10gd. Yet since they are non-Hamiltonian
and their phase-space density is nonuniform, their instanta-
neous energy and phase-space compression rates both fluc-
tuate in time.
As a result of the time-reversal invariance of all properties
of the equilibrium state, we know that
PrL¯ tsFe = 0d = A
PrL¯ tsFe = 0d = − A
= 1 " t . s12d
This equation states that for all averaging times, the distribu-
tion of time averaged values of the phase-space compression
is precisely symmetric about zero. This is a special property
of any equilibrium state. Equation s12d is a necessary but not
sufficient condition for thermodynamic equilibrium—see
Ref. f48g for detailed discussions of Eq. s12d and how it is
satisfied by both Gaussian isokinetic and Nose-Hoover ther-
mostats.
Comparing Eq. s2d with Eq. s12d, one can see that in
equilibrium systems for which values of AÞ0 are allowed at
any finite averaging time t sno matter how larged, Eq. s2d
incorrectly predicts an asymmetry in the equilibrium distri-
bution of time-averaged values of the phase-space compres-
sion rate. This would mean that in such systems, if they exist,
some assumptions that are invoked in the derivation of Eq.
s2d si.e., in the derivation of the FR of the GCFTd must not
hold si.e., the CH of f5g does not applyd. Below we consider
the possibility that the systems modeled by equilibrium ther-
mostatted dynamics are of this type.
For simplicity, let us focus on systems whose equations of
motion are
q˙i =
pi
m
,
p˙i = Fi − api, s13d
where a is a reversible thermostat multiplier that constrains
the kinetic energy. Let us adapt the usual derivation of the
FR to the case of nondissipative systems of the kind s13d,
assuming that the CH holds for them f49g. In particular, let
us consider the proof of the GCFT given by Ruelle in Sec. III
of Ref. f37g. In the notation of Ref. f37g, the dimensionless
phase-space compression rate at x over time t, «tsxd is de-
fined by Ruelle as
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«tsxd =
1
tef
o
k=0
t−1
ln Jsfkxd−1, s14d
where ef is the average phase-space contraction per unit
time, fk gives the time evolution of x, and J is the Jacobian of
f with respect to the chosen metric. Comparing with the
notation introduced above, we have t; t, «tsxd;L¯ t /L% and
ef ;− kLl. Equation s14d excludes the cases with ef =0 and
normalizes the phase-space contraction rate so that «t has a
mean of 1. Nevertheless, the division by ef does not seem to
be necessary for the proof in f37g to be carried out, and the
calculations presented in Secs. 3.6–3.9 of Ref. f37g can ap-
parently be repeated even when the phase-space contraction
rate is not normalized. Assuming that this is the case, dynam-
ics with ef =0 can be considered under the assumption that
the CH holds for them, and Ruelle’s derivation may then be
repeated for the non-normalized phase-space compression
rate,
«t
°sxd =
1
t
o
k=0
t−1
ln Jsfkxd−1, s15d
instead of the dimensionless phase-space compression rate
«t. In general, «t
°sxd takes a range of values for any system,
even for equilibrium systems, but not for isoenergetic equi-
librium systems which yield s1/tdok=0
t−1 ln Jsfkxd−1=0 for any
t and any x. The range of admissible values of «t
°sxd can be
written as f−p
°
*
, p
°
*g which is symmetric about 0 due to time
reversibility. If our assumption is correct, then, following the
same steps of Ruelle’s proof, one would obtain a relation
formally identical to that reported in Sec. 3.9 of f37g. The
only difference to Ruelle’s result would be that this proce-
dure does not yield a dimensionless expression, but whether
ef is equal to zero or not would seem to make no difference
to the adapted derivation. One could then write
p
°
− d ł lim
t→‘
1
t
ln
r fhx:«t°sxd P sp° − d,p° + ddj
r fshx:«t
°sxd P s− p
°
− d,− p
°
+ ddjd
ł p
°
+ d . s16d
Here, as in Ruelle f37g, r f would be the probability, under
the dynamics specified by f , that «t°sxd took on a value
p
°
P f−p
°
*
, p
°
*g, while d.0 would be an arbitrarily small con-
stant.
To obtain Eq. s16d the dynamics is assumed to be of the
Anosov type, which implies that the phase-space compres-
sion rate is a bounded function sHölder continuous in f37gd
and that p
°
*,‘. If, however, p
°
*Þ0 and an equilibrium sys-
tem is considered, Eq. s16d is absurd, proving that these sys-
tems substantially violate the hypothesis on which the GCFT
is based. Then the question as to which hypothesis is violated
needs to be addressed.
Before focusing on this question, we note that the equi-
librium systems considered in this paper are clearly not
Anosov; however, Eq. s2d for Eq. s16dg has been tested nu-
merically for a wide range of systems, none of which, to the
best of our knowledge, meets all the conditions that the proof
f37g requires. For instance, the models of f1,15,25,26g are
not expected to be uniformly hyperbolic, those of f18,19,24g
have singularities, and the flat billiards of f18,19g are not
even chaotic sthat is, have no positive Lyapunov exponentsd.
But for them the FR has been shown to hold and the CH
considered appropriate to describe them. In other words, al-
though the Anosov property is violated for these systems,
this violation did not appear substantial. Therefore we must
find possible reasons for the substantial violations of the
Anosov property which would make the CH inapplicable to
our systems se.g., f14,16,17gd.
For equilibrium Gaussian isokinetic dynamics, the value
of p
°
* s;A*d, which delimits the range of admissible fluctua-
tions, can be easily estimated. In fact, from Eq. s10d, one
finds that the average phase-space contraction rate L¯ t over a
time t is proportional to fFstd−Fs0dg / t, where Fstd is the
value of the interaction potential energy at time t, along the
given phase-space trajectory ssee, e.g., Refs. f50,51gd.
The Anosov condition implies that the instantaneous
phase-space compression rate is bounded; hence, for Anosov
equilibrium Gaussian isokinetic dynamics F must be
bounded and the asymptotic range of admissible fluctuations
shrinks to zero. In this case the FR’s for the phase-space
contraction rate, Eqs. s2d and s16d, both make a completely
trivial but correct prediction limt→‘ 1/ t lnfPrsL¯ t=0d /PrsL¯ t
=0dg=0. This prediction is “completely trivial” because pro-
vided PrsL¯ t=0d is defined, the prediction is always true re-
gardless the form of the probability distribution, or the CH
or, indeed, even time reversibility itself. The phase-space
compression rate is also bounded for non-Anosov isokinetic
Gaussian thermostatted dynamics if the interaction potential
is bounded. Strictly speaking, these systems are not Anosov,
but they verify the FR of the GCFT, because that relation
admits only A=0. These systems may therefore look suffi-
ciently similar to Anosov systems to be called “Anosov
like,” and the CH may adequately characterize them.
However, if F is not bounded and the dynamics is isoki-
netic, as is commonly the case in nonequilibrium molecular
dynamics models, the range of admissible fluctuations might
not shrink to a unique zero value; it might be finite or even
infinitely large. In such cases, the FR for the phase-space
contraction rate is incorrect.
For Nosé-Hoover thermostatted dynamics, which is a
much better model of a real thermostatted system, the range
of possible values for the phase-space compression factor is
always infinite, regardless of whether the potential function
is bounded or not. Hence, in this case, the FR for the phase-
space contraction is also either incorrect or trivial.
Moreover, if the possible violation of CH is attributed to
the singularities of the phase-space contraction rate, this vio-
lation persists at small fields, where the new nonequilibrium
phenomena cannot remove the effect of the singularities. In
fact, for sufficiently small fields, the probability distribution
for averages of the phase-space contraction rate is expected
to be little different from that at equilibrium. This could ex-
plain the results of f14,16,17g, in which the FR of the GCFT
could not be verified.
Many other scenarios are consistent with the available
numerical evidence. For instance, one subtle, but dramatic,
violation of the CH could be inferred from the fact that the
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number of positive finite-time Lyapunov exponents fluctu-
ates along phase-space trajectories of the thermostatted sys-
tems. This indicates that the continuous splitting of the tan-
gent space of our dynamics, required by the Anosov
condition, does not hold even approximately for our systems.
If this is the case, close to equilibrium systems would violate
the CH for the same reason.
Another possible scenario concerns the times for conver-
gence of Eq. s2d. If these times are too long, the CH will be
invalid in a practical sense, as discussed in Sec. V.
The discrepancy between Eqs. s2d and s12d for isothermal
systems can be contrasted to the agreement between Eqs. s3d,
s7d, and s12d, for an ensemble of isothermal systems. Apply-
ing the ESTFT for arbitrary phase functions fEq. s4.19d of
f4gg to the dissipative flux J gives
1
t
ln
PrsJ¯t = Ad
PrsJ¯t = − Ad
= − bAVFe, s17d
where the trajectory segments begin from the isokinetic equi-
librium ensemble and proceed for a time t, under zero field
Fe=0, isokinetic thermostatted dynamics. However, since the
external field is zero, Eq. s17d predicts that at equilibrium
time averages of the dissipative flux are as expected, equally
likely to be positive or negative, regardless of the duration of
the averaging time.
In summary, the FR given in Eq. s2d does not apply to
thermostatted equilibrium systems, while Eqs. s3d and s7d do.
However, for isoenergetic equilibrium states, Eq. s2d, the
ESTFT fEq. s7dg, ESSFT, Eq. s17d, and Eq. s3d all make
correct statements about the equilibrium symmetry of fluc-
tuations. For Eq. s2d this is due to the fact that A can only
take the value 0 in this system, while the ESTFT yields
1
t
ln
PrsfbJgt = Ad
PrsfbJgt = − Ad
= − AVFe. s18d
In Eq. s18d, J refers to the component of J that is parallel to
Fe, so when the field is zero, the ESTFT states that time
averages of the thermodynamic flux fbJg are equally likely
to be positive as negative, regardless of the averaging time.
This is obviously a correct statement.
In the next section we discuss the application of the FR to
thermostatted near-equilibrium steady states.
V. APPROACH TO EQUILIBRIUM
Consider a thermostatted or ergostatted dissipative system
described by the equations of motion
q˙i =
pi
m
+ Ci · Fe,
p˙i = Fi + Di · Fe − api. s19d
For typical interatomic forces Fi, the system is time revers-
ible and chaotic. Gallavotti sin 1996d f52g was the first to
point out that sat least in the case of ergostatted dynamics—
see belowd, the GCFT sand hence equivalently the ESSFTd
can be used to derive the well-known Green-Kubo relations
for linear snear-equilibriumd transport coefficients f53g. Later
Searles and Evans f54g showed that the ESSFT for thermo-
statted systems could also be used to derive correct Green-
Kubo relations for linear transport coefficients f55g. We now
argue that in the Nosé-Hoover thermostatted case where
a˙ =
1
Q s2K − dNkBTd =
2K0
Q sK/K0 − 1d ; sK/K0 − 1d/t
2
s20d
swhere Q=2K0t2 is related to the arbitrary relaxation time t,
of the thermostat, K is the peculiar kinetic energy, and K0 is
some chosen fixed value of the peculiar kinetic energyd, the
FR for phase-space compression fEq. s2dg is not applicable,
since it is inconsistent with the correct Green-Kubo relations
for linear transport coefficients.
The Nosé-Hoover extended canonical sequilibriumd distri-
bution is
fcsG,ad =
expF− bSH0 + 12Qa2DG
E daE dG expF− bSH0 + 12Qa2DG
, s21d
from which the distribution of haj can be obtained by inte-
gration,
fcsad =
expS− 12bQa2D
E da expS− 12bQa2D
=˛bQ
2p
expS− 12bQa2D ,
s22d
which is Gaussian with a variance sa
2
=1/ sbQd f56g. Assum-
ing Eqs. s21d and s22d hold for our equilibrium systems, the
distribution of a¯t is also Gaussian because it is just the time
average of a.
The variance of a¯t for systems that are in near-equilibrium
steady states can also be considered. For simplicity we as-
sume Fe= sFe ,0 ,0d; however, the following can be readily
adapted to apply more generally. From the equations of mo-
tion s19d and s20d we see that the rate of change of the
extended Nosé-Hoover Hamiltonian H08;H0+1/2Qa2 is
dH08
dt
= − JVFe − dNkBTa . s23d
The external field contributes to the fluctuations in the phase-
space compression rate. This contribution cannot be expected
to be Gaussian except when long-time averages are made,
near the mean of the distribution.
From Eq. s23d we see that
fH08std − H08s0dg/t ; DH08std/t = − J¯tVFe − dNkBTa¯t.
s24d
So the variance of time-averages of a contains, to leading
order, two contributions
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sa¯ t
2
= ss
DH08std
2 /t2 + V2Fe
2sJ¯t
2 d/sdNkBTd2. s25d
Here and below, we used the fact that many properties, in-
cluding sa¯ t
2
, must be even functions of the field. Because we
assume a steady state, in the long-time limit, s
DH08std
2 is inde-
pendent of t. In fact near equilibrium limt→‘sDH08std
2
=2kBT2CV8 +OsFe
2d where CV8 is the extensive fOsNdg, isoch-
oric specific heat of the extended system f10g.
From f54g we know that for sufficiently long times,
tsJ¯t
2
= 2LsFedkBT/V + OsFe
2t−1N−1d , s26d
where LsFed is the zero-frequency Green-Kubo transform of
the dissipative flux, LsFed=bVe0‘dtksJs0d− kJlFedsJstd
− kJlFedlFe. We also know from the Green-Kubo relations that
limFe→0LsFed=Ls0d is the linear transport coefficient defined
by the linear constitutive relation
lim
Fe→0
lim
t→‘
− J¯t
Fe
= Ls0d . s27d
We note that at nonzero fields LsFed has no simple relation to
the nonlinear transport coefficient for the process f54g.
Substituting Eq. s26d into Eq. s25d and using the relation-
ship between s
DH08std
2
and CV8 gives, at long times and small
fields,
sa¯ t
2
= 2kBT2CV8/sdNkBTtd2 + 2VFe
2LsFed/ftkBTsdNd2g
+ OsFe
4t−2N−1d = Ost−2N−1d + OsFe
2t−1N−1d . s28d
In the weak-field limit the mean of a is
a% sFed = − bJ%VFe/sdNd , bLsFe = 0dVFe
2/sdNd
= OsFe
2d for small Fe. s29d
Now we would like to consider the limit t→‘, so that we
can simultaneously sid ensure that t is as large as required by
the FR of Eq. s2d, siid ensure that the central limit theorem
sCLTd applies, and hence near the mean, the distribution of
a¯t can be described by a Gaussian, and siiid generate fully
converged Green-Kubo integrals.
However, as we increase the integration time t, the vari-
ance of the distribution of a¯t gets ever smaller. This implies
that for fixed Fe, the mean of the distribution of a¯t, which
has a fixed mean value a% , moves more and more standard
deviations away from zero. This means that symmetric fluc-
tuations, like ±a% , which are the object of Eq. s2d, need not be
described by a Gaussian distribution at long times with fixed
Fe. To ensure that the typical fluctuations of a¯t—namely,
±a% —have their distribution described accurately by a Gauss-
ian, we propose to take the following limits simultaneously:
t→‘ and Fe→0 while keeping a% /sat =r constant.
Substituting from Eqs. s28d and s29d gives
r2 =
a% 2
sa¯ t
2 =
Fe
4
a/t2 + bFe
2/t
, s30d
where a, b are constants independent of t, Fe. Solving this
quadratic equation for Fe
2 shows that we must take the limit
t ——→
sFe=ct
−1/2d
‘ ,
where c is a constant. To simplify notation we denote this
limit simply as
lim
t→‘
Fe→0
.
Remark 4. A more conservative procedure which ensures
that the distribution is Gaussian for typical fluctuations is to
keep a% /sat =rt
s1−md constant where m.1 f57g. This implies
that the limit is taken such that Fe= sct−1/2dm.
Using this procedure, the distribution of a will be
Gaussian near the typical values of A required by Eq. s2d for
longer and longer t. This gives
lim
t→‘
Fe→0
1
t
ln
Prsa¯t = Ad
Prsa¯t = − Ad
,
2AasFed%
sa¯ t
2 t
=
dNA
TCV8/fVFe
2Ls0dtg + 1
=
dNA
TncV8/fc2Ls0dg + 1
. s31d
In this equation cV8 is the intensive specific heat per particle
and n=N /V is the number density of the system.
We now show that Eq. s31d contradicts the result inferred
from Eq. s2d. If we assume Eq. s2d is correct both at and near
equilibrium, then, for some sufficiently large time tDsFed, the
difference between the two sides of Eq. s2d is D or smaller
than D. In the weak-field regime, close to equilibrium, one
may expect that tDsFed=tDsFe=0d+OsFe
2d. If this is the case,
Eq. s2d implies
lim
t→‘
Fe→0
1
t
ln
Prsa¯t = Ad
Prsa¯t = − Ad
= dNA . s32d
This result is in contradiction with Eq. s31d. Since in our
limit
lim
t→‘
Fe→0
,
the central limit theorem and the Green-Kubo relations can-
not be called into question, we conclude that Eq. s32d is
incorrect and therefore the FR inferred from the Eq. s2d can-
not be applied to Nosé-Hoover thermostatted systems. Simi-
lar conclusions are reached even if, for any fixed D.0,
tDsFed cannot be simply expressed as tDsFe=0d+OsFe
2d, but
rather does not grow faster than Os1/Fe
2d.
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The other possibility suggested by Refs. f14,16,17g is that
there is a D.0 such that tDsFed→‘ faster than Os1/Fe2d as
Fe→0. In this case, although Eq. s2d might be formally cor-
rect, it is not able to be verified at low enough fields, and,
above all, it cannot be used to derive the GK relations. In fact
the validity of the CLT is required for GK to be derived ssee,
e.g., Refs. f17,52gd, but the CLT does not apply to the time-
dependent probability distribution functions if the times
grow faster than Os1/Fe
2d, as discussed above.
We now repeat these arguments assuming that the ESSFT
holds. The steady-state version of the ESFT for thermostatted
systems states,
1
t
ln
PrsJ¯t = Ad
PrsJ¯t = − Ad
= − bAVFe for large t . s33d
Using the same procedure as above, we can apply the CLT to
show that the distribution of J¯t will be Gaussian near the
mean and at typical values of the fluctuations, at long t. That
is, taking the long-time, small-field limit as above—i.e.,
keeping uJ% u /sJ¯t =r—and applying the CLT to the dissipative
flux one obtains
lim
t→‘
Fe→0
1
t
ln
PrsJ¯t = Ad
PrsJ¯t = − Ad
,
2AJ%
sJ¯t
2
t
. s34d
Note that taking the limits simultaneously, so that we keep
uJ% u /sJ¯t =r constant, implies Fe
2t is constant. This is the same
limit as that taken in Eq. s31d. Combining Eqs. s33d and s34d
and using the linear constitutive relation for the linear trans-
port coefficient fEq. s31dg gives
LsFe = 0d ; lim
t→‘
Fe→0
− J%
Fe
= lim
t→‘
Fe→0
bVtsJ¯t
2
2
. s35d
After some tedious manipulations of the integrals ssee f54gd
we find that
LsFe = 0d = bVE
0
‘
dskJgs0dJgssdlFe=0, g = x,y,z . s36d
The notation kfllFe=0 denotes an ensemble average taken
over thermostatted trajectories with the external field set to
zero. This is the correct Green-Kubo expression for a linear
transport coefficient LsFe=0d, of a thermostatted system
f10g, and shows that a FR for the dissipative flux does not
suffer from the difficulties of the FR for the phase-space
compression rate.
VI. CONCLUSION
Our theoretical analysis indicates that the fluctuation rela-
tion inferred from the Gallavotti-Cohen fluctuation theorem
does not apply to thermostatted equilibrium states or near-
equilibrium thermostatted steady states. The same holds for
the isothermal isobaric systems and for any other steady-
state system whose energy is not a strict constant of the
motion. For systems at or near equilibrium, Eq. s2d only
gives correct, useful predictions for the time-averaged fluc-
tuations in the phase-space compression factor if the energy
is fixed.
This conclusion is supported by the inability of computer
simulation calculations to verify Eq. s2d for non-constant-
energy, near-equilibrium particle systems f14,16,17g, in con-
trast to the ease with which the FR for the dissipation func-
tions are verified in these systems. The calculations show
that the discrepancies between the data and the predictions of
Eq. s2d become greater in relative magnitude as the dissipa-
tive field strength is reduced and the steady state approaches
the equilibrium state. No such difficulties are encountered in
the tests of the ESFT’s.
Because Eq. s2d is an asymptotic relation expected to be
valid only at sufficiently long times, one could argue that the
computer data have not been tested at sufficiently long times.
However, in tests of Eq. s2d and the integrated version of Eq.
s2d f14g, the computer tests have been carried out at times
which are very long indeed—of the order of 1000 Maxwell
relaxation times. Even at this long time the disagreement for
Eq. s2d is an order of magnitude larger than the numerical
errors fsee Fig. 3sbd of Ref. f14gg. However, the data cannot
rule out the possibility that at some extremely long time
which is completely inaccessible to computer simulation or
experiment, the two sides of Eq. s2d do indeed converge to
the same value.
Our theoretical analysis does not provide definitive rea-
sons as to why the FR inferred from the GCFT s2d cannot be
applied to the thermostatted steady-state systems and equi-
librium systems we study. We have discussed a number of
possibilities.
sid The errors in Eq. s2d may go to zero more slowly than
the standard deviation of the fluctuations in the time average
of the phase-space compression rate, in which case the fluc-
tuations may become unobservable before the FR s2d is veri-
fied;
siid The range of fluctuations in phase-space compression
within which the GCFT is valid, may be zero at equilibrium.
siiid The chaotic hypothesis may be substantially violated
by any system which is not maintained at fixed energy.
In relation to the first possibility, away from equilibrium
the standard deviation of the probability distributions appear-
ing in Eq. s2d is of order t−1/2. If the difference between both
sides of Eq. s2d vanishes more slowly than t−1/2, then as the
time increases the fluctuations become unobservable before
Eq. s2d can be verified. In such a case it would be impossible
seven in principled to confirm the validity of Eq. s2d.
In contrast, all numerical and experimental tests have
validated the ESFT’s within accessible observation times.
Moreover, when a corresponding theoretical analysis is made
of the near-equilibrium fluctuations, this analysis yields the
well-known Green-Kubo expressions for the relevant linear
transport coefficients. This indicates that for thermostatted
nonequilibrium steady states, a FR for the dissipative flux
flike Eq. s3dg is useful, in contrast to the FR in terms of the
phase-space contraction given by Eq. s2d. The practical rel-
evance and utility of the ESTFT’s and ESSFT’s has recently
been confirmed in laboratory experiments f45,46,58g.
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Recently van Zon and Cohen have shown that the phase
function that is the subject of their “generalized fluctuation
theorem” f23g fails to satisfy a relationship of the form given
in Eq. s2d. Evans has recently pointed out f59g that this prop-
erty corresponds to the phase-space contraction considered in
the GCFR. The conclusion of van Zon and Cohen is there-
fore quite consistent with the present paper.
We find it hard to understand why changing the constraint
mechanism from a Gaussian ergostat to a thermostat can
have such drastic effects, since for ergostatted systems, the
GCFT seems to correctly describe equilibrium and near-
equilibrium fluctuations. This puzzle is not resolved by com-
paring the Lyapunov spectra for thermostatted and ergostat-
ted systems. At the same thermodynamic state point, the two
spectra are remarkably similar.
We interpret our results as implying that the natural mea-
sures of thermostatted systems at or close to equilibrium are
quite different from the SRB measures, from which the
GCFT is derived. This is undoubtedly related to the fact that
at equilibrium, instantaneous phase-space compression rates
of the thermostatted dynamics can be nonzero, although the
implications of this fact are not fully understood yet.
We can demonstrate this quite clearly through the follow-
ing example. Consider a Gaussian isokinetic-thermostatted
system srather than the Nosé-Hoover thermostatted systems
considered previously in this paperd. For such a system
where the equations of motion take the form given in Eq.
s19d, consider the particular case where Ci=0. We can sepa-
rate the contributions to the thermostat multiplier, a
=oifsFi+Di ·Fed ·pig / s2K0d, which are due to the external
field from those that are intrinsic to the field free system
f17g. In such a case one can show that if one rewrites Eq. s2d
so that it refers only to the fluctuations in the phase-space
compression rate that are explicitly due to the external field,
we then obtain the correct description of both the at- and
near-equilibrium fluctuations.
Furthermore, in the above example, as the field is in-
creased, the full Gaussian isokinetic thermostat multiplier a
will be increasingly dominated by the second, field-
dependent term. In that case, even if we do not separate the
explicit field-dependent contribution from the phase-space
compression rate, it is clear that as the field increases the
argument of the FR will be increasingly dominated by the
explicitly field-dependent term. Hence the relation given in
Eq. s2d will be approximated more and more accurately by
the FR of Eq. s3d as the field strength is increased sprovided
that negative fluctuations remain observable as the field in-
creasesd. The fact that the error in Eq. s2d decreases as the
field increases is not because the CH is more likely to apply
at large fields sin fact the opposite is trued, but is related to
the simple fact that, at larger field strengths, fluctuations in
the phase-space compression rate more closely approximate
those of the dissipation function, V, which is the subject of
the ESFT’s. These fluctuations are well behaved and satisfy
the ESFT’s. This is consistent with the numerical results
f14,16,17g and may explain the better numerical verification
of Eq. s2d for some systems as the field strength increases
and chaoticity decreases f14–17g. All the arguments consid-
ered above for the thermostatted systems lead to the conclu-
sion that Eq. s2d and the CH on which it is based are not of
practical use, even if Eq. s2d eventually converges to a cor-
rect result. In other words, our analysis suggests that the CH
is not an appropriate characterization of thermostatted sys-
tems, except perhaps for ergostatted isoenergetic systems.
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